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Reinis Skorovs, CEO & founder

Today, supply chain monitoring is
fragmented and non-transparent with no
clear chain of responsibility. Lengthy and
costly litigation is often the result of everdecreasing trust about the quality of
products. Existing supply chain monitoring
solutions are fixed, expensive, and not
adaptable, such as for last-mile deliveries
that are exploding in popularity due to
Covid-19 pandemic.

Kedeon enables verifiable real-time
monitoring with easy to implement IoT
devices with no upfront costs to ensure
perfect quality of deliveries. We enable
our clients to monitor deliveries of
perishable and sensitive products,
increasing their efficiency of operations
and lowering costs. Our devices are
mobile and perfectly suitable for lastmile delivery operations.

EMBA, prev. CTO at Monetizr, alumni of
Techstars and UpTech

Product and service

Ensure perfect quality for food &
grocery deliveries

Core team

Kristaps Mikasenoks, COO & Cofounder
BCompSc, prev. lead expert at MoF of
Latvia, participated in 500 Startups
blockchain program

Aleksandrs Levinskis, Head of
Engineering
Ph.D. candidate in computer science.
Prev. Embedded Systems Engineer at
MikroTik, Researcher at EDI

Edgars Grava, Product
development

We don't sell only hardware. We provide full service and support for
companies of any size.

HARDWARE
Size 600 x 600 x 220 mm, weight 70g, up to a
1 month working time with single charge.
- Real-time measurements (temp. & humidity),
100% wireless solution, SIM card included
- ARM Cryptocell chip for cryptographic
operations, end-to-end encryption
- Easy to implement in existing processes. Out-ofthe-box functionality with the self-onboarding
process.

WEB-BASED SOFTWARE TOOLS
Dashboard for data oversight and overal control,
mobile app for couriers.

Expertise in rapid prototyping and
bringing hardware products to life, prev.
MikroTik and Catchbox

- Set and customize alerts. Invite the team to
collaborate. Manage all resources
- API for integration into existing systems or
use our premade solutions
- Verification tools to communicate quality to
customers and involved parties

Lorens Lacis, Full-stack Developer

Market size & Business model

Expertise in scalable systems and frontend development

Covid has accelerated growth of delivery services, both for food and
pharmaceuticals. AAGR of 49% and 300% market share growth of SMBs

Arnis Salmins, FW developer
Firmware development with experience
in real-time IoT applications

Competitors
Logmore - Mobile, but no real-time data
feeds and no connectivity with the device.
No verifiable measurements.
Smartsense - uses traditional 4G/3G
technology and requires set up by
professionals. Not mobile. No verifiable
measurements.
Efento - No verifiable and legally binding
measurements possible. No verifiable
measurements.

Kedeon offers subscription model (HaaS + SaaS). We charge a set fee per month
per device which includes the whole service. Additionally, we provide upsells like
white-label solutions and we plan to offer different mounts for devices in the future.

Financials and KPIs
WE ARE LOOKING FOR 200 000 EUR INVESTMENT TO RAMP UP THE
PRODUCTION AND START TESTS IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES
Main KPIs achieved
-

Integrated light sensor and PCB in our hardware solution (additionally to temp. sensor)
Updated dashboard functionality for B2B use cases
Integrate blockchain PoC in our existing platform
Demonstrated solution in a working environment (tests with cold supply chain deliveries)

